Hospitality Solutions
Hotels | Clubs | Gaming

EXPERIENCE
LED-Signs is a leading provider of LED sign technology in
Australia. We have been supplying the hotel, club and
gaming sector for over 35 years. Our experience in the
industry means that our development, design and
manufacturing processes are industry benchmarks.

EXPERTISE
LED-Signs specialises in indoor and outdoor solutions
which combine superior design, longevity, and
environmental toughness. Our product range includes
video super screens, multimedia displays, multi-line &
scrolling signs, menu boards, gaming displays and
scoreboards.

VERSATILITY
Our versatility means that we can custom design visual
display solutions for advertising organisations, signage
providers, casinos, clubs, hotels, cinemas, airports,
schools, architects, builders, mining and retail
organisations.
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LED-Signs’ hospitality applications are highly visible and
versatile enough to meet the varied needs of the hotel,
club and casino industries.
Our outdoor applications include pylons, wall fascias and
car park signage while our indoor applications include
menu & directory boards, scrolling signs and gaming
displays.
Our hospitality applications include:
 Outdoor applications
 Foyer displays
 Restaurant, bistro and bar applications
 Gaming and jackpot applications
 Décor displays
 Leisure and sport displays
Our hospitality applications feature:
 Message scheduling
 Single and full colour options
 User-friendly software interfaces to gaming
displays, menu boards and all information
displays
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NO COST ADVERTISING & MESSAGING
LED signs allow you to change your advertising
messages as often as you like at no cost!
Our range of hospitality systems are low maintenance
and economical to run. They are designed to provide
accurate and timely information to guests as well as
enhance the entertainment experience.

Outdoor Applications
Outdoor pylon signs provide opportunities to attract
attention and promote events and specials to passing
traffic. Our outdoor applications also include wall
fascias, as well as car park signage options.

Foyer Displays
Our eye catching LED information and directory boards
are designed to display welcome messages, event
information, promotions and directions. Data can be
instantly updated using our software interface.

Restaurant, Bistro and Bar Applications
Change menu options and update bar specials as often
as required. Our LED menu boards and scrolling signs
are flexible, easy to use and have long range visibility.

Gaming and Jackpot Applications
LED-Signs’ gaming and jackpot systems are technically
advanced and are engineered to accommodate different
system providers and machine manufacturers.

Décor Displays
LED signs can add ambience with functionality to your
décor by creating a focal point that is both informative
and attractive to look at. LED décor displays range from
single line scrolling signs to large full colour screens.

Leisure and Sport Displays
Our leisure and sport options range from indoor LED
signage to provide gym patrons with information about
club facilities and session times, to large outdoor
scoreboards that can display scores, replays and sponsor
information.
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